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Addition To Fatuity

Habashi Assumes Post
by Gary Treglown
Dr. Fathi Habashi will begin his
The morning of December 20 was the scene of a special convocafirst teaching job at the opening of tion, held in honor of Lee Saperstein, a senior of Montana School of
by Mae Brennan
the second semester at MSM.
Mines, who has been chosen as the recipient of a Rhodes Scholarship.
R. Opie, director
Upon the resignation of Dr. Wai- The meeting was opened by; student-body
A n announcemen t was made recently by William
president John Evans, who
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I dressi
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School of Mines to establish a fellowship 111 mmera - r essmg engmeermg tian with an excellent background.
The University
of. Cairo awarded
during the academic year 1964-1965._-------~~======
Habashi hisvfirst degree, a B.Sc. in
In recognition of "his. outstaridChemical Engineering,
whereupon
ing contribution
~o mineral
SCIhe began, seven years of work for
ence" the Foundation and Its §po~the Chemical Industry in Suez and
sors' are presenting
this fellowshIp
Alexandria.
in honor of Professor
Donald. W;
In 1956, Habashi was awarded a
McGlashan,
head of the Mines
scholarship
to stu d y inorganic
Mineral-Dressing
Departmen!;
The
chemical technology
at the Unifellowship
will be MnamGeLdAS~~~
versity of Technology
in Vienna.
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He studied the recovery of uranium
FELLOWSHIP
IN MINER~L-,
from phosphate rock, receiving his
DRESSING
ENGINEERI~G
.
doctorate
in 1959. He spent the
The selection of the candl~~te to
next one and one-half years workreceive the benefits, the spec.lff.lcuse
ing in radioactivity on a fellowship.
of the money and the speer IC naawarded to him by the University
ture of any 'research
to be conof Vienna.
ducted by the candidate ar.e to t=
Habashi then left Vienna to work
main entirely within the dlscretlO~
on another fellowship at the Exof the School of Mines. The Boar
traction Metallurgy Division of the
hopes, however, that the fellowship
Department of Mines and Technical
may be used to "support candIdates
Surveys in Ottawa, Canada. Here
working
to obtain advanced
dehe worked on the kinetics of cyanigrees in the field of mmeral-dressdation and leaching of sulphite ores.
ing engineering".
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Previous to his appointment
here,
Additional grants, in at least t e
he worked in Chemical Abstracts,
SAPERSTEIN
ADDRESSES
ASSEMBLY
next two succeeding years
,~sf t~
at Columbus, Ohio.
enable a "continuity of stu y
Dr.
Habashi's
position
at
the
the selected
candidate
or can hlFaculty Speakers
School of Mines is that of Associdates),
may be awarded. by t e PROF.
D. W. McGLASHAN
ate Professor
of Metal1urgy.
He
First to speak was Dr. Koch,
Foundation's
Board of Directors.
will be teaching two classes: Metalwho stated that this was the first
N either the selected. candidates
lurgical Thermodynamics
and MetAt the December meeting of the Rhodes Scholarship ever awarded a
nor the Foundation or ~ts sponsors
allurgy' of Iron and Steel.
Board of Regents in Helena, that student of the School of Mines.
shall be under any obhgatlOns toHabashi's
favorite
hobbies
are body approved the change in title
Dean McAuliffe then addressed
ward one another with ~espec~u~o
music and reading. He also enjoys of the degree of Metallurgical
En- the audience, reviewing
the high
employment of the candidate
=
traveling with his wife and child.
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Oping his studies or after their com
His reaction to the new environ- tion) to the degree of Mineral- academic standard set by Saperstein
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I will
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He closed
Similar to all of the career fields tration as a freshman.
do my best to stress the fundain the mineral industries, mineral- ~IS remarks
particularly
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with this statement:
mental
aspects
(thermodynamics,
1
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stems from
supported
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froo
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Lee has brought honor to himself
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American
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contractors.
T~le needs al~d. meth- with other countries."
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procstudy necessary
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I t is interesting
to note that in dlstnct Il1terviews. Throughout
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The determination
of the tyhe Force and federal civilian agencies
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ternational
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confere:lce
to provide. a. me IU
as a separate field.
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for such intercommu11lcatlOn.
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American College Testing
Metallograp~y
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was the settmg for the presentatio
Program (ACT) Schedule
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At Montana School .
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of
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!ography. IS the pr?ceSS of polishKoch
•February
15-Registrati?n
deadProfessor
Koehler Stout, of the ~ng,. etchmg, and mIcroscopic examshown in the
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Engineering Science Department
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can. Institute
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held by the American
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duties of Professor
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bulletin boards asking the various campus organizations
to
make the arrangements
and provide pictures for their group's
inclusion in the 1964 Magma. This notice implies that a group
will not be given full coverage if its officers do not assume the
duties and responsibilities
of the Magma staff. As much as
we appreciate the hard work that goes into publishing
our
yearbook, we do not care for the backsliding and job shirking
that are suggested by this notice.
Having done some work with a past Magma, we understand the position of this year's staff; however, it is quite possible that the shortcut methods employed will result in a poor
boo , journalistically
speaking.
Pictorially
and literally, the
book will be discontinuous
if this practice of organizations'
submitting their own material is carried too far. As much as
we enjoy lightening our load, and as much as we advocate the
same relief for others, we still feel that any publication of the
school should conform to as high standards as are reasonably
possible.
•
Last year we stated that, in our way of thinking, it would
be preferential for the yearbook to be published in the same
school year that it covers. We have not changed our views. It
is quite possible,. with proper planning, to have a book that
covers most of the major events ready by Commencement Day.
No doubt, such a date of publication would cause certain events
to be slighted in their coverage; it is certain, however, that such
a loss would be more than made up by the benefit of our receiving this year's book this year.

BUILDING

We were pleasantly surprised, when we returned from vacation, by the beautiful waxing job that had been done on the
floor of the Copper Lounge. We were glad that we could see
the results of a week's work before it became marred by spilled
coffee, forgotten refuse, and stubbed-out
cigarettes.
Judging
from past experience, we knew that the floor wouldn't stay
clean beyond the noon hour.
Why is it that grown, presumably mature students expect
others to clean up after them-e-people who are neither hired
or paid to do so--?
Vesta and Virginia are hired as cookwaitresses, not as garbage collectors; and we can hardly expect the janitors to fish out lunch sacks from where they were
stuffed under and behind the radiators. Let us be fair with ourselves; this building, built for our enjoyment and convenience,
. is left in a shambles every day.
Economically speaking, the budget of the SUB can little
afford a busboy for the tables. We wonder whether it is asking too much for people to replace their chairs, throwaway
their garbage, and snuff out their cigarettes in the ashtrays?
Perhaps,
the foregoing
question connotes poor training
at
home; we do not mean to be unfairly derogatory, but the evidence appears clear and continually forthcoming.
Nor do we
wish to sound gloomily prophetic, but the continuance of our
sloppy habits ca~ result in the lost of privileges, or a raise in
prices to compensate additional personnel.
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scheduled

for the month of January,

1964:

JANUARY
22-Ameriean
Smelting & Refining Company-Rex
C. Beckstead-208-E
Engr. B.S., M.~. Mining, Metallurgical, Geophysicists; any Peruvian or Mexican Nationals.
28-Argonne
National Laboratory-James
P. Rouse-Met.
Rm.
B.S., M.S. Metallurgical and Mineral-Dressing
Engineering.
The interview

schedule

for February

to date is:

FEBRUARY
5-National
Supply Division
7-Schlum berger Well-Surveying
Corp.
10-Bethlehem
Steel Corp.
12-Shell Oil Co~pany (2nd visit)
13-Geophysical
Services; Central Intelligence
visit)
17-Kennecott
Copper Co.
20-Continental
Oil Company

Agency

by Lee Ann Peterson
Dr. and Mrs. Koch entertained
th~ coeds at a party at their house.
Fr iday, becember
13, from' 3 :00 to
5 :00 p.m. Fancy Christmas cookies.
candy, and hot punch delighted appetites. Also, Mrs. Koch displayed
her clever and ingenious Christmas
decorations,
many of which she has
made herself. A large number of
coeds attended the party and enjoyed themselves
very much.

The Editor
The Amplifier
Dear Sir:
Conforming
to the
backward
conservatism of the majority of the
uncomprehending
male population,
you have, in the December 17 issue
of the Amplifier,
bombasted
the
coed faction of the' school with a
deluge of verbal animosity, which,
in its baseness, will rest forever
with the drivel of Beelzebub. How
clever your diabolical scheme!
How vile!
Whilst
dabbling in our affairs
(affairs which definitely do not concern you), you have not only shown
a poor continuity in your argument
(due, no doubt, to the argument's
invalidness),
but you have inadvertently disregarded certain necessities which have always been the
privilege
and right of' my sex.
Adornment
and beautification,
to
the female, are a way of life. It is
an operation, a function, which to
preserve its secrets, must alway~ be
carried out in seclusion.
Our room, even in the dark
musty confines of Main Hall's sublevels, has long served as the citadel
of our privacy. So let it remain.
Sincerely yours,
Basquette Wievere

Christmas Dance
The Christmas Dance, "Mistletoe
Magic," was held Thursday night,
December 19, in the Sub. A large
crowd turned out for this formal
dance.
The decorations were highlighted by a large Christmas tree
in the window of the Sub and a
crepe-paper star on the ceiling. Also hanging
from the ceiling were
decorated balloons filled with mistletoe.
A wooden snowman
and
snowwoman further symbolized the
Christmas theme.
Sheila Dorgan, chairman of the
Decorations
Committee
for
the
dance, is to be commended for the
good work she and her committee
performed. The Friday night prior
to the dance, a tree-decorating
party was held in the sub immediately following the basketball game.
Because of the great cooperation,
much of the work of decorating was
completed that night. At this party,
punch and doughnuts were served.

I

Coed Christmas Party
The coed Christmas
party was
held Fr iday, December 20, in the
lounge of the Sub. Gifts were exchanged
am~)11g the coeds. Too,
gifts were given to Mrs. McBride,
A_. Vj.S. adviser, and Vesta and Virgirua, the ladies who' work in the
sn~ck bar of the Sub. Mrs. MeBnde ~resented tile girls with' a
couch pillow to be used in the coed
room. This is one present which
unshod
females who like to relax
will use very much. Sandwiches
salad, punch, and cookies refreshed
the coeds and also some of the
hungry boys who just "happened"
to be walking by when the food
was served.

(return

I
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From The Desk of
The Student Body
President
by John Evans
Not many students realize that
I
the Student - Union Building
is
owned by the students. Our building is now being
purchased by the
students, and the
business
of the
SUB is delegated to a student manager by the Student Council.
Recently,
the present
Student
Manager, Jack Weaver, stated that
the condition of the SUB is rapidly
deteriorating.
Students
leave the
tables dirty and messy; they do
not dispose of the used cups and
plates; and they are even throwing
(behind the booths)
their empty
papersacks
with
left-over
food.
Still worse, many students
stamp
out their cigarettes on the floor instead of placing them in ashtrays!!!
Presently,
no specific rules and
regulations
govern the SUB, but
if we do not shortly become more
tidy and thoughtful, regulations and
their strict enforcement will be inevitable.
Our SUB is unique because there are no' rules and regulations. Let us keep it that way.

*

*

*

When I came back from Christmas vacation, and resumed study,
the thought occurred to me that if
the finals hap already been comNames In The News
pleted, the return to school would
be a little easier. Why could not
The Alumni Association and the
th first semester start three weeks
Bureau of Mines have cooperated
earlier, So that we might finish
to bring Butte tourists a chance to
our finals before Christmas
vacasee a ·rare mineral display. Mr. Joe
tion, as practiced under the quarChelini, curator
of the Montana
ter
system?
School of Mines Museum, and staff
This program would be very admember of the Bureau, assembled
vantageous
for the student.
Over
the collection.
Alumni members
the time of two and one-half weeks,
Jim Archibald and Lester Zeihen:
worked together with a member of
we tend to forget what we have
the Airport Commission, Fred Empreviously learned in the semester'
mett, to put up this beautiful
disthis interruption
requires unneces~
play.
sary review even before we should
This exhibit may now be seen at
start "cramming"
for finals.
the Silver Bow County Airport
Another advantage, in the early
Engagement
Announced
Terminal. Represented
are sixteen
Kay O'Connell, MSM coed, be- start of the school year, relates to
perfectly, matched specimens of rare
the football
team, which should
beauty and real value. Included are came .engaged to Don Riegger, also have from two- to three-weeks'
¥mes
student,
just prior to
lead, zinc, and common copper as aChnstmas
extra
practice
and a pre-season
vacation.
well as rhodochrosite
and ma~gagame before tackling the conference
nese, which, except for uncommon
teams.
Centennial Queen Tryout
instances,
are found only in the
Pauletra
Kankelborg has entered
Still another
advantage
of the
Butte
and Philipsburg
mining disher .candldacy for Montana
Cen- early start is the fact that we would
tricts.
tennial queen. She is presently plan- finish school three weeks earlier;
An enlarged color photo of the n111g her competition speech.
thus, because of our earlier enrollMontana School of Mines Campus
ment, yve would have the first opcompletes the display, which will
por tunity
of obtaining
summer
bring pleasure to visitors and crework.
ate iriterest in our college.
However,
two disadvantages
of
the earlier start are these: (1) the
* *\ *
Anyone
interested
in
ballet baseball season is short; and (2) at
A report
from the alumni tells
us, that their publication called "M" should see Maureen Will ia m s the tI~1e of the change, the students
News has been released. This news- .(known as Miss LB.M.) and She- plan nirig to attend MSM the next
paper is issued about 4 times each Ila. Dorgan. They have been seen school year lose three weeks of
year, and this first issue has an in- d01~g a. bit. of dainty ballet work summer employment.
the light fantastic
teresting
message
from
alumni whhlle tripping
If the school year began early
How (and once the change had been enPresident
Art
(Pete)
Bigley. -t rough the .M111es Forest.
are
you
commg
with
the
"D
.
George Hanson ('38) has written a Swan", girls?
I think that the earlier
Y111g acted),
registration
would be a sure cure
very fine article entitled "Mines to
Beth.
Jones
is
sporting
a
new
Reach Into Space". Another interfor some of the football
teams'
gyrn
SUIt
these
days.
Tell
us
Beth
esting article stresses the need for
problems, as well as a solution in
Just
of
what
does
it
consist?
'
a computer at our college, written
part at least, for the extra work
Small, . petite
Susie
Can non
by Ray Howe ('34), who is largely
which Christmas vacation involves.
shoved
big,
husky
Russ
Bills
into
responsible for getting out the "M"
a snow bank, and guess what hapNews.
pened! What happened? W II
k
Russ; he surely knows bett:r' th~n
* * *
I do.
, Outstanding
achievements
-0 f
Say, MSM guys, What's goin
alumni in this area include the promotion of Edward O. Bonner ('34) on? The Canadian M.R. C. basket
of the Anaco.nda Company, froll~ ball team members were taking out
General Superintendenj
of Mines to MSM coeds, and there wasn't even
The . State Board of Education,
the position of Manager of Mines' so much as. ~ comment from you! e::c officio Regents of the UniverOthmar Sweinseid (,47), promoted ~rlriSmaybe It s a conspiracy. MSM sity of Montana, at its December
keep the opposing team mernfrom assistant foreman to foreman
er;:; .out late, giving our team a 16 meeting approved course changes
of the Mountain Con; and last but
for Montana School of Mines, indefinite advantage over the I
not least, Martin K. Hannifan ('62 Opponents.
s eepy eluding the addition of the followP.E.) was named Manager of ali
Sp;akin~
of staying
out late l11g new Courses:
Montana
operations
of the Anathere s quite a difference in getting
conda Company.
Che~. 425, Qualitative
Organic
your date to her home by 10:00 AnalYSIS
p.
m.
and
10:00
a.
m.,
or
hadn't
* *.
C~em. 438, Statistical Thermodyever t~ought of that, Mr. Kot~~~ namics
Jerome Blake, B.S. Metallurgical
You ve heard of the three face~
Engineering (,63), has recently been
E. Science' 483 Mechanics
of
of Ere? The modern version is the Loose
selected as a physical metallurgist
Materials
'
at th~ Mare. Isla!1d Naval Shipyard, two aces of Marisue Cannon, comE. Science 484, Advanced Studies
ValleJO, Cahforl11a. As a new physi- monly called Susie and Olga'
of A. C. Machines
For the_ir New Year's resoiution
cal meta~lurgi.st at the shipyard; Mr.
E .. Science 485, Advanced
MeBI.ake Will enJoy a unique and satis- Dan Rovlg. and Walt Nellis hav~
fYl11g challenge for service to our ~~Ue~d
u the dtaking of so- chaniCS of Materials
nation.
th
. .
won er how Soon
E. .Science
502,
Dimensional
at on~ Will be forgotten or bro- AnalYSIS and Theory of Models
ken, whichever the case may b
* * *
Met. 454, Metallurgy Seminar
There are all kinds of se .e.
Koehler Stout has recently been
·
nous
Min. 485, Engineering
Economy
named chairman of AIME of the pro bl ems faC111g the world these
days. If a gal has a dress for a
Montana Section.
Phys. 325, Computer Orientation
dance, she ~as no date; if she's ot
P.E .. 121, Introduction to Physical
the date, hkely as not she ha g 't E ducatlOn
* * *
the
party
dress
required.
sn
On . December 14, Roger Pierce,
P.E. 122, Personal Hygiene and
Before the Christmas Dance th
AI ME president, addressed to the
Health Education
coed
ro~m
was
a
mass
of
fiake~
Montana Section a speech entitled
P.E. 123, Athletic Conditioning
"Investigation
of Minerals for Fu- syrup, sticky syrup, and popped balloons. It seemed as if everything
ture Production".
,you touched, you stuck to it. But
Mrs. Robert Corbett
The School of Mines was open
all the 1!less and bother turned into
Public Relations Director for a beautiful decorating idea for the for reception of students on Septem~er 11, 1900. The total number
Alumni
'Formal Dance.
admitted during that year was 39.

Alumni Activities
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W. MILTON BROWN-OUR REGISTRAR
by Doreen

Shea

His, Early

Years

9 :00 to 11 :50

Professor W.' Milton Brown, registrar and business manager at MSM
for 36 years is a native of Butte. He attended Butte 'Business College
for a time arid worked in various mining offices, including a Ketchikan,
Alaska firm the- Arizona Quicksilver
Company, the Boaz Mine at Norris, the Ja~kpot Mining Company,
mak!ng him a latecomer
to high
school. He attended Missoula County High School, where he met and
,continued
through
college with Dr. Koch.
Dr. Koch
remembers
"Brownie"
as he calls him, as a good athlete, who played football and
pre-profe~sional
baseball. Professor
Brown was also president
of his
senior class at MSU, recalls Dr. Koch.
Brown Remembers
N ow beginning
his thirty-sixth
year at MSM, Professor,
~rown
can look in retrospect at the history
of MSM. When he first came here
in 1928 he remembers, the total enrollme~t of the school was only 146,
and he has watched it grow to our
record enrollments
of recent years.
He
has
particularly
noted
the
"marked
increase" in general-student enrollment,
which he feels is
good both for the school and the
community.
Says Professor
Brown of MSM:
"It is one of the largest schools of
mineral
technology
in the wqr ld.
Whereas
other
schools
are
a
branch of a large university,
our
school is well founded in the mineraI industry
and is well known
throughout
the world."
.
Another of his memories is of the
military
- training
programs
that
were held on campus during, the
'war years. He was a .ciyilian flight
coordina'tor
for the CIvil A.eronautics flight-training
program 111 1941,
a l6-week training course for army
and navy fliers. He also reme.mbers the Navy V-12 program, 'Yhlch
began in July, 1943, and cont1l1ued
until November
1943. The 400 navy
boys taking the' training were quartered in the residence hal!.
Professor
Brown,
interestingly,
married a former Mines' coed-one
of six in 1927-and
they have two
daughters,
both of whom are now
married.
The Browns
have four
grandsons.

-------------------------I

HSS 101
HSS 103
Math. 201
Mech. 351
M. Dr. 403
Min. 401
Geo!. 404

Staff
Chance
Staff
Young
McGlashan
Vine
Cox'

Math,
Math.
Phys.
HSS
Geo!.

Staff
Staff
Nile
Chance
Earll

Saturday,
007
101
201
301
405

Met.
Eng.
Eng.
Main
' Main

Geol. 101

Hall

Chern. 215
Phys, 301
Min. 301
Me~h. 441

McLeod
Nile
Van Matre
Stout

Eng.
Met.
Met.
Pet.
Eng.
Eng,

Chern. 101
Geo!. 201
Mech.311
Geo!. 411

Murray
Fisk
Stout
Cox

Met.
Main
Eng.
Main

For courses
PROFESSOR

W. M. BROWN

by Bill Daily

f

l:;=============~
'Bus

RUTH

TERMI NAL ,CAFE
126 W. PARK

Math. 005
HSS 261
Geol. 301
Met. 311
Chern. 321
Pet. 403

Staff
Laity
Fisk
Smith
Murray
Stolz

Main
Eng.
Main
Met.
Met.
Pet.

January

Smith

Met. 115

104 & .101

106
104
200
115
214
108

28, 1964

Met. 351

WI'11,arrange

f or the time and place of examination.

SAPERSTEIN
(Continued from Page 1) \
Fo llowirig Professor
Chance, Mr.
Coed Club
Art Bigley. president of the AlumAn informal
meeting
was held ni. Association,
extended
the good
Monday, December 2, to determine
Wishes and congratulations
of all
the committees
for, and check the alumni.
progress
of, the Christmas
Dance
which is sponsored by the coeds. '
Saperstein
Comments
The last to be introduced
at the
Newman Club
convocation
was the winner himThe Newman Club met Wednesself of the .rcnowried Oxford award
day, December 4. The delegates to
who thapked, his coach, Professo;
the Bozeman, convention
reported
Chance, and the f_aculty and who
on their activities, answering
questhen talked about his future plans.
tions regarding the business of the
meetings.
Members also took part He. made comrn en tg about the "tutonal system" of education and "inin an interesting
group discussion.
dependent study" at Oxford, statmg that he would spend two
or
Mineral Club
At a Mineral Club meeting held possibly .three, .years there studying
engmeermg
science,
He closed by
on December 4, a short preliminary
thanks" to
business session was conducted be- extending his "personal
fore the guest speaker was intro- the students and staff of the Monduced. The matter of concern was tana School of Mines.
Presently,
Saperstein
is in the
the purchase of more machinery and
cutting equipment in relation to the process of selectirig his college at
Oxford! and of Implementing,
as
money appropriated
to the organizafar as IS now possible, his plan of
tion by the AS:SM. Dr. Earll, guest study.
speaker, explained the 'mineraliza.
tion of the ~ill of But,te: faulting,
BUilding was conthe commercial
value of ore min- The Metallurgy
erals, etc. The students then, held a structed in 1921.
discussion relative to aspects of his
talk.
Dr. Earll also showed
the
group various specimens
of rocks
mentioned in his discussion.
SERVEYOURSELFand PAY LESS
The Main Building was erected
d.uring 18,95.and 1897. The Gyrnna27 West Park St. ~ Butte, Mont.
sium BU1ld1l1g was built in 1910.
Phone 792-1244

with

the instructor

BUTTE

The estimated value of the mineraI museum is approximately
$50,- '
000,

The Student's Best Friend

THE
MINER'S NATIONAL

BANK

Special Student Checking Account'

THE WELL DRESSEDSTUDENT
SHOPS

PENNEY'S
Always ,First Quality
Remember You Can Charge It!

Ellis Office Supply
ENGINEERING SUP'PUES
129 N. Main

Compliments of

Milan Marsenich
2039 HARRISON AVE.

THE LEN WATERS
MUSIC COMPANY
YOUR BEST MUSIC and
INSTRUMENT SERVICE
119 North Main St.
Butte
PHONE 792·7344

Butte

Phone 723-8383

TrHE YARN SHOP
113 West Park
PHONE 792-6841

SPORTING GOODS and

Willi.ams, Camera Shop

HARDWARESirORE

COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHIC

83 -tast Park St.

SERVICE

Butte, Montana

33 West Park St.
For
STATE FARM MUTUAL
AUTO INSURANCE
See

,DON ULRICH
57V. W. Broadway

Where Mines' Students

MAGGIE ANN'S

BILL/S MEN SHOP

Get CLIPPED

39 E. Park Plaza

29 WEST PARK
For the Latest In Men's Apparel

'Inquiries
Several inquiries have come to' us
regarding the present
address
of
Mr. Dale Pinckney,
former
HSS
professor. at Mine~ .. Mr. Pinckney,
now assistant
training officer for
t~e Oregon State Merit System, reSides at 3801 First Place S. E., Salem, Oregon.

Skaggs Drug Center

DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
Come In and See

Butte

, Eng.

27, 1964

Club Bits

Leggat Barber Shop
Tom Miller
52 W. Broodway

Roberts

in the above schedule, students will make arrangements
course for an examination at some other time.

NEWMAN'S BOOTERY

Dine Among The
PINES
V. Fried Chicken
$1.00
ORDERSTO GO

171

K. N. McLEOD,
Chairman
Schedule Committee

New Year's
Resolutions
Canvassed

January

216
200
101
215

McAuliffe
Ensley
Ensley
Hall
Earll

25, 1964

HSS

104
216
115
10
208E
101

not listed above, the instructor

In c.ases of conflict
of the higher-numbered

January

216
104
101
200
212A

Tuesday,

EUROPEAN JOBS
OFFERED

SU'PPORT
YOUR ADVERTISERS

104 & 101 Eng. Dr. 101
112
Chern. 331
216
Chern. 401
10
Geo!. 303
U5
Geo!. 401
204
215

Monday,

As the old year comes to a close
and the new year is yet in "swaddling clothes," many of the MSM
students
have taken inventory
of
their accounts.
Some of these individuals have gone so far as to
make
New
Year's
Resolutions.
Appraisal of S'ervice
Here follow some of the more difCommon evaluations
of the long ficult resolutions
some of the stuservice
of Professor
Brown
~? dents have made.
MSM are "of great
dedicatIOn,,'
Dan McLaughlin
has vowed to
"steady loyalty", "fine competence
use Glamorine
on his "rug head"
once every two weeks.
'jocko Evans and Bill Daily are
going to refrain from staging sitin strikes at the Trieste.
Bob LeCoure resolves not to cash
More job opportunities
in .Eurooe any checks at the Red Rooster.
this summer ...
Work this sumLeal Ugrin plans to quit hunting
mer in the forests of Germany, ~n for beaver in the SUB.
construction
in Austria, on farms 111
Vesta is going to start making
Germany
Sweden
and Denmark,
coffee at the beginning of the year:
on road ~onstruction
in Norway.
Mr. Laity is going to buy a new
Well there are these jobs avail- Chevy.
able a~ well as jobs in Ireland,
Joel Barry will attempt to make
Switzerland,
England,
F ran c e, one "ringer"
(make all classes in
Italy
and Holland,
open by th one week) this year.
Good luck,
cons~nt
of the gove~nments.
0
these countries to Amencan Ul1lver- Joel.
Bob Sullivan
is determined
to
sity students coming to Europe the
stop lighting fires in Centerville.
next summer.
Lyle Latham' will not pick on
This year the program has been
Chuck Miller any more.
expanded
t~ include many more
Frank Trask III has pledged to
students
and jobs. Alreadv., many buy a new hat and a razor.
students have made apphcatlO~ for
Beth Jones is going to start getnext
summer
jobs,
Amencantillg her grades like everybody else.
European
Student
Service
(on. a
The Butte Police have resolved
non-profitable
basis)
is offenng
to close all the bars at 2 :00 a.m.
these jobs to students for Germa_ny, "Aw, come on, fellasl"
Scandinavia,
England,
Au s t r I a ,
With dedication
and great "inSwitzerland
France,
Italy
and testinal
fortitude,"
these students
Spain. The' jobs consist of forestry
will strive to achieve these cherwork
child care work
(fem~les
ished goals.
only)', farm work,. hotel work (hm=
ited number
available),
construc
When a woman asks to see sometion work
and some other more
qualified j~bs requiring
more spe- thing more expensive, she's shopping ; when she asks to see somecialized training.
However,
students
should k~ep thing cheaper, she's buying.
in mind that they will be workmg
on the European
economy,
and
wages will naturally
be scale? accordingly.
The working. conditione
HOLIDAYGREETINGS
(hours,
safety,
regula.tlOnS,. legael
RAND TRIM·TRED POLL·PARROT
protection,
work permits)
Will b
76 E. PARKPLAZA BUTTE.MONT.
strictly
controlled
by. t~e labor
PHONE 723·9555
olved
NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED
SHOESFOR
ministries of the countnes l_nV
.
MEN.WOMENANDCHILDREN
Please write for further mformaMELRAFI'SH
SIG NEWMAN
tion
and
application
forms
to:
American-European
Student-SezY:
ice, Via Santorre
SantalrOSa
,
Florence, Italy.

Eng.
Main
Met.
Pet.
Met.
ERg.
Main

"THE CAMPUS SHOP"

O'Neill's

Butte

*

*

En~o Service

Washing-lLubrication
Tires-Batteries-Accessories
Corner of Par~ (:, Washington
Phone 729-9642

GONO,CO

Butte, Mont.

BUTTREY'S
SUPER STORE
2307 Harrison Avellue
BUTTE, MONTANA

PARK and EXCELSIOR
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THE

Brochures
Advertise
Professional Fields
From the office of Professor
Frank H. Kelly, Public Relations
Director of Mines, have come a
series of brochures briefly describing the mineral industries and the
engineering
sciences tau g h t at
M. S. M. Engineering-career
fields
described by the brochures include
those in petroleum, mining, mineral
dressing, metallurgical, geophysical
and eological engineering, and engineering science.
The petroleum-engineering
field
is concerned
primarily
with the
practical engineering job of producing oil to run today's and tomorrow's machinery.
A petroleum-engineering career offers a chance for
travel, both domestic and foreign,
and an average salary, according to
that of recent graduates, of $600 per
month.
The duty of providing man with
raw minerals from the earth is the
province of the mining engineer.
His job ranges from planning mining sites to the supervision of actual
removal of ore from our earth. Salaries in this field range from $575
per month to a profitable $10,000
yearly.
Taking the mined ore and processing it to receive all the usefulness
of the mineral and metal substances
is the work of the mineral-dressing
engineer. This individual must be
a man of the sciences and a real
professional man with the initiative
of research and challenge. M.S.M.
has found that these men are constantly in demand.
Finding probable sites of mineral
wealth is part of the geophysical
engineer's work. This field offers a
place in the comparatively new area
of rockets, missiles, and exploration
of space. It is important to note
that the petroleum industry employs
almos t 60 per cent of America's
geologists and geophysicists.
The relatively new field of geological engineering concentrates on
.production and development
less
than on exploration. Field work and
love of outdoors are important aspects of this career, and those who
like both will find a satisfying' reward.
A valuable man to modern industry is the metallurgical
engineer,
whose services range from extraction of metals to development and
research, in order to produce new
and better materials for modern
technology.
Engineering science provides industry with the broadly trained engineer. The professional flexibility
of these men creates a great demand for their services by industries.
The brochures are used in conjunction with the state-wide, high
school-college relations activities of
Professor
Ed Simonich, chairman,
and his committee. Copies of each
of the brochures are also available
from Professor
Kelly for use by
students who may wish to encourage hometown friends to consider
these lucrative career fields.
Preprofessional
Courses
In addition, the Montana School
of Mines
recently
published
a
pamphlet pertinent to the courses
offered to satisfy first- and secondyear
college
requirements.
The
pamphlet
records
(in 'words and
pictures) activities, preparatory and
broadening
courses in economics,
engineering, languages, history, literature, journalism,
law, the sciences, and other fields. Included
are many pictures of the Hill Top
Campus, among which is that of
the new Copper Lounge.
Dances,
dramatics, debate, sports, and other
extracurricular
activities are represented in this attractive and informative brochure.
On the last page are portraits of
recent participants in these courses
who have achieved success in their
educational plans. Also included is
a final page on the moderate tuition rates and finances.
For Quality

Appliances

MONTANA

'Professional
Engineer E,mblem

SCHOOL
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DEVELOPMENTS
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Friday,

SOME

The Honorable C. L. White, j r.,
U. S. Representative, First District
Idaho,
in "Revision
of - Publi~
Land Laws," told of a bill which
proposes a study committee to lookinto the modernization of land laws
,
of the U.S.A. (including laws relating to mining claims), the cornmittee to submit its report. to Congress in 1967. There will be a
Symbolism Explained
dozen or so members representing
by Bernard Vetter
various governmental agencies; but
The emblem of the professional six members who have no governengineer consists of the letters P mental affiliations will be selected.
and E, plus an integral sign framed Rep. White "lays claim to be a
ming man" and "will stand up for
by a circle.
Though the P and E stand for the miner" in any congressional acprofessional engineer, these letters tion on modification of land laws
Sahinen.
Whit~
have other significant meanings fa-- stated Professor
miliar to those of the engineering urged the Association to make itfelt by the proposed commitprofession.
The P ·further sym- self
t~.
.
bolizes potential and power, while
the E represents elasticity, energy,
U. S. Senator .H. M. Jackson (D.
and the efficiency and excellence Wash.) brought out the possibility
which are the dominant guiding ob- that, in the future, instead of the
jectives in the .work of the engi- miner borrowing money from OME
neer.
(Office of Mineral
Exploration)
The integral sign connotes the in- and paying 60 percent interest on
tegration of the engineering profes- the loan, under a new proposal the
sion-the
uniting of all its divisions, government would allocate explorabranches, and specialties into one tion money on a partnership basis
Clerical Staff Yule Party
integrated
profession.
The char- and collect royalty from the proMembers of the clerical staff at
As the weeks progressed, I was
acteristic of being "integral" is in- duction resulting from the exploraSchool of Mines and
to hear the above word over and Montana
tegrity.
Integrity
is the essential tion.
over again; what was "it" what guests enjoyed their annual Christcharacteristic
of the engineer and
The senator also said that Senate would "it" contain?
How' many mas party Wednesday night, Dec.
of the works he builds.
Bill 2125, by Gruening of Alaska,
18, at the Red Rooster.
Framed in a circle, this sign is which would subsidize gold mining seconds, minutes, hours, and days
for "it"?
How
Following
the dinner,
an exa perfect curve. The circle has no within certain limits, is going to had I prepared
beginning - and no end - and+is meet opposition from the executive many hours of sleepless, tossing, change of gifts was made.
turning,
and
worrying
had
I
enalike in all its parts. It is the sym- branch, who claims that it will
Those in attendance were Violet
for "it':? Would the day for
bol of strength, of unity, and of the weaken the position of U.S.A. in- ~.u;,ed
Garner, Lallie Mogus Grace FabIt ever arnve?
values that endure.
ternationally.
This bill was recently
Now the day had come; "it" had atz, Louise Hungerfo~d, 'Edna SecToo,
the circle
signifies
the passed in Senate Committee.
Beverly
Seccomb,
Carol
arrived ; the sleepness nights are comb,
wheel, a fitting symbol of engineerAt the Gold and Silver Session, over; all IS serene again. "It" has Krause, Lois For d m e i r, Jessie
ing discovery and progress, since it Robert E. Coleman, assistant eco- come and gone; and life is quiet ~avanaugh,
Shirley Lowney, Luis the first great mechanical inven- nomist and executive vice-president and peaceful again.
c.I1le Henneberry, Helen McLaughtion.
of Seattle
First
National
Bank,
:What was :'it''?' What was this lin, Frankie Reausaw Alma Fuller,
Also a part of the symbol are the stated that raising the price of gold t!'lln?g that dIsturbed my way of Paulette Kankelborg: Marva' Powspokes of the wheel. The spokes, would not help our gold situation, life i If you haven't guessed b ell, and Dorothy Nile.
join the segments of the circle to a because it would .cause a wave of now, why should I disturb YOu~
common center, uniting all branches similar moves by all other big gov- dream world? I will keep "it" a
and activities of the engineering ernments, which would nullify any secret: my secret.
profession to a single central core. gain we might expect. Alden Rice
Mae Brennan
Truly, then, the circle is a symbol Wells, director of research-Lubelof universality, of the universe con- tein, Regan, and Kennedy,
New
quered, the world united; and the York City-member
of the New
Professor Sahinen further noted
radiating
spokes
symbolize
the York Stock Exchange,
predicted that <l;t.the Geology session, Norman
The money obtained from student
manifold functions of the engineer, that we (U.S.A.)
would suspend C. Williams, president of Beryllium activities in the sub is used for imradiating in all directions to serve foreign payments
in gold within Resources, Inc., made the statement provement and maintenance about
the entire world and to benefit all twelve months, and not too soon that the res.erves at the Spor Moun- the school. The funds collected are
mankind.
thereafter we would raise .the price tam beryllium deposit, Utah, are employed to refurbish and improve
Such is the emblem of the pro- of gold to something between $70 greater than all the known deposits facilities in the Sub. A gross of from
fessional engineer.
and $100 per troy ounce.
of the ~or1d-greater
than all past $800 to $1,000 per year serves to fithat they are so
t
W. L. Graham, Jr., investment production:
tl t ".
grea nance these purposes.
ra
pegmatIte Sources of handbanker and silver authority-David
cobbed beryl are a thing of the
t . Any balance is pledged to the reA. Noyes & Co., Chicago-stated
BETTER MOUSETRAP
tIrement of bond and indebtedness.
and
no
longer
of
any
i'nterest
toP~e
One of the most popular quota- that the silver dollar is doomed to beryllium industry."
. Alth?ugh a fair amount of money
tions attributed
to Emerson
is, vanish, that all minor coins will be
!,<?r other developments of the I~ received from the various activito about 25 per cent
oddly enough, not to be found "debased"
of Mining Congress, consult the last ties, the income thus obtained does
among his printed writings in the silver, and that the shortage
Issue of the Amplifier.
110t meet the total amount of the
form it commonly takes, but the silver will become more acute as
bond, and the difference must be
idea behind it appears in his Jour- demands continue to rise. He demade up through building fees.
clared that there just is not enough
nals.
Get MORE For What You Pay
"I trust a good deal to common silver in the ground to satisfy inSAVE At MODE 0' DAY!
fame as we all must. If a man has dustrial, "space," and coinage degood corn, or wood, or boards, or mands, and that it may be neces.
MODE 0' DAY
pigs to sell, or can make better sary to create a silver "stockpile",
FROCK SHOP
chairs or knives, crucibles or church for space and defense use. "Some
KEEPING OUR
organs than anybody else, you will mention was made of $2.70 silver,"
LINGERIE-DRESSE5--HOSIE'RY
SPORTSWEAR
find a broad, hard-beaten road to his reports Professor Sahinen.
SERVICE YOUR
house, though it be in the woods."
(And here it is in briefer form
BEST BARGAIN IS
as you have probably heard it.)
EVERYBODY'S JOB
If you write a better book, or
Don's Triangle
Compliments of
preach a better sermon, or build a
AT
better mousetrap than your neighDrive Inn
bor, the world will make a beaten
Ed, Phyllis and Bernie
track to your door.
TRI-BURGERS Y2 LB. OF BEEF
136 WEST PARK
The Montana Power Co.
Contributed by Mae Brennan.

.....
..

Sub Finances
Explained

"TRY DOWNEY"FIRST!"

DOWNEY

DRUG

RELIABLE DRUGGISTS
1751 Harrison Ave.
Butte, Mont.
PHONES
792-1235 and 792-1236

Sayato,vic
White's Funeral
Home

Before You 'Buy "TH INK"

MEMBER
ORDER OF THE GOLDEN

RULE

FLYNN'S
PARK FLORISTS
205 West Park Street
I

Butte, Montana

of

ARCHIBALD

It's The Place To Try

J. D. and Eileen FI~nn

THE

CO.

...

"It"

GEO. STEELE CO.

Compliments

17, 1964

Information of great importance
to those in the mining industry was
given at the Northwest Mining Association's annual meeting on December 6 and 7, at Spokane, Washington,
according
to
Professor
Uuno M. Sahinen, Associate Director, Montana Bureau of Mines and
Geology.

See

MAYTAG
ADMIRAL TV, RADIO and
REFRIGERATORS
Butte
42 W. Broadway

January

$

307 W Park Street
PHONE 723-6531

Butte's

Friendliest

Shoe Store

43-45 EAST PARK PLAZA

Friday,

January
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Professors Visit
Los Alamos

THE

MONTANA

E. I. T. TEST

Answers
to Engineer-In- Training test questions which appeared
Professors
Donald W. McGlas- in the last issue of the Amplifier
are presented below, as are two
han, head of the Mineral-Dressing
Department,
and John G. McCas- new questions. Try your engineerlin, associate professor of physics, ing training on these.
Answers: The answer to the ecoattended a meeting in Los Alamos,
nomic question: 4.00/0.
New Mexico, December 17.
Approximately
SO' doctors, proThe answer
to the electrical
fessors, and instructors
(from An- question: 8.43 ohms.
zona, Colorado,
Idaho, Montana,
Economics
New Mexico, Texas, Utah, Wyoming, and Washington,
D.C.). atNew question: A manufacturing
tended this informative gathering,
company can purchase a machine
sponsored by the Atomic Energy for $30,000, which will serve for 8
Commission and the University of years and have $4,000 salvage value.
California.
•
Annual maintenance will be $2,200,
The meeting was designed to a~- with monthly operating
expenses
quaint educators from leading S':I- $500, including
the
operator's
entifrc
and technological schools 111 wages. The company may hire a
the Rocky Mountain area with the similar machine with an operator
proton accelerator,"
a high-energy for $1,065 per month. If interest is
accelerator which may be purchased 40/0, the months per year of servby the commission, and which will ice required of such a machine and
be the only one of its type in the operator to make .either procedure
region.
equal to the other would be a) 8
Agenda for the Regional Univer- mos; b) 9 mos; c) 10 mos; d) 11
sity Meeting included welcome and mos; e) 12 mos.
opening remarks
by Dr. N. E.
Electrical
Bradbury, director _of Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory;
speeches, inThe turns ratio of a transformer
formal discussions; and tours.
to match a source of 500 ohms to
Highlighting
the day were tours a load of 10 ohms is a) 5.2 to 1;
through
the -Ornega Reactor Fa- b) 7.1 to 1; c) 10.0 to 1; d) 25.0 to
cility Cryogenics Research Labora- 1; e) 50.0 to 1,
tory,' Vim de Graff Facility, and
the Health-Research
Laboratory.
The Health-Research
Laboratory
has long been doing research on
world-wide
aspects of health related to atomic energy. Humans,
as well as beagle hounds, monkeys,
and mice are tested for effects of
radiation on tissues. Milk from all
The Background
parts of the country is also tested
The Montana Bureau of Mines
on the effects of fallout from nuand Metallurgy was established as
clear-weapons'
tests..
.
Speeches and dISCUSSIonsmclud,ed a branch of the Montana School of
"Application
of a Meson Facility Mines by an act of the Montana
to 1\1 uclear Physics," "Descripnon legislature in 1919. The beginnings
of Proposed Meson Facility," "Fa- for the Bureau proved hard because
cilities and Programs
of .LASL," of lack of sufficient appropriations.
the efforts of
and discussions in the PhYSICSCon- However, through
ambitious
leaders,
the
Bureau
ference Room.
gained footage in 1931. It was at
this same period that the name was
changed, by special legislative action, to the State Bureau of Mines
and Geology. The "Big Sky Country" has since received considerOn January 9, members o.f the able aid from the 131 pamphlets
senior class of MSM met to dISCUSSpublished by the flourishing
Buthe possibility
of a senior trip, reau. The prominence and service
which is planned to occur shortly of the Bureau have been helped by
before graduation.
.
the association
with the Federal
Mines' alumni are considerably Bureau of Mines and the U. S.
in teres ted in reinstating the senior 'Geological Survey.
trip.
Seniors who cannot
afford
all of the expenses entailed
were
Duties of the Bureau
advised of the possibility .that funds
Promoting
development and inmight be borrowed for t~IS sOJourn. creasing safety and efficiency in
Committees had prevIously been mining operations are the primary
appoin ted to investigate transportapurpose of the Bureau. Its varied
tion, trip routes, total cost, length duties range from collecting and
of the trip, and approval of the fa- compiling statistics, geological or
culty.
mineral specimens, and collecting
photographs and drawings for the
U. S. Department of Justice maintenance, of a library relating to
the progress of mining, milling, and
Immigration and.
smelting in Montana.

Bureau of Mines;
Activity, Service

Seniors Meet;
Discuss Trip

Naturalization
Service
Alien Address Program

The Federal Government requires
every person who is not a cltIze_n
of the United States to report hIS
address
to the government
each
January.
The
government .. has
printed
cards which non-cItIzens
use to report their addresses. !he
cards are available at post ?ffl~es
or immigration
and naturalIzatIOn
service offices.
h'l
Parents should file cards for c 1dren under 14 years of age who are
not citizens.
This notices does not apply to
you if you are a citizen of t~e
United States. However, yOU wIll
be assisting the government
and
any of your friends w~o are n~t
United States citizens If you wIll
remind them of the address report
requirement.

Organization
For the efficient handling of business, the Bureau was divided into
four divisions: Information
Service, Geological Division, Mining Division and Metallurgical
Division.
These departments aid the mining
industry by publishing pamphlets
alid perform many ,other duties. It
is important to note that they help
small-mine operations by advising
in geologic, mining, and milling
problems.

Mines Library
At the Montana School of Mines
Library is a large depository of
government
publications
relevant
to mineral development.
Mineralminded people may visit this collection at anytime. Also displayed
is a vast and intriguing collection
of minerals from all over the world,
and, of course, from Montana.
A special advantage of the city
At present, the Bureau, under the
of Butte as the home of the ~chool
of Mines is that here, as l~ .no direction of Dr. E. G. Koch and
other place in the world, a mmmg associate director U. M. I Sahinen,
student can obtain from act1:lal ob- is engaged in compiling data sheets
servation a practical acqua.111ta~ce designed to arouse interest in Monwith all the latest processes 111m111- tana's mineral wealth.
ing and the reduction of ores.

==============::::;
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140 W. Park
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8 New Credits Approved
For Physical Education Department

Plans for the 1964 Magma are
well under way. As far as class
pictures are concerned, the undergraduate section was complete as
of December 14, 1963. The graduate section still requires a small
amount of work, which is mainly
the responsibility
of the graduate
departments
themselves.
The time
for the layout of the class picture
section was fixed for January 15
1964, this date being 44 days ahead
of schedule.
As of December 10, 19@3,all of
the pictures of faculty section had
been taken. The Departments
of
Physics, Mechanics, Mineral Dressing, Metallurgy, and Math have not
as yet turned in histories of their
departments.
Because of the rush on photography, the organization
section has
been delayed. To date, 660/0 of the
organizations
have been filed for
layout on or before March 15, 1964.
However, events and material for
the events section are complete to
date, and the sports section is current on material turned in to the
staff.
The introductory
section is the
most difficult to develop because it
is an outline of the entire annual.
This section takes much thought
and organizational work. Plans are
in progress, however, to complete
this unit very shortly.

Ensley Speaks
At Houston
Dr. Keith Ensley, assistant professor of chemistry, recently presented a paper before the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers at
Houston,
Texas.
Rice University
sponsored the meeting.
The paper, entitled "Determination of Diffusion Coefficients by
the Pulse-Dispersion
Method," discussed the use of the dispersion
method, which makes it possible to
calculate a coefficient in three or
four minutes.
Methods presently
employed necessitate several hours
of work.

KOCHS ENTERTAI N
The Student Wives met recently
at the president's
residence, with
Mrs. Jack Weaver presiding.
After. t~le business meeting, Mrs. Fred
Williams entertained with a demonstration on gift wrapping.
Gifts were exchanged and carols
sung. Refreshments were served by
the sponsors: Mrs. Koch, Mrs. John
MC,Caslin, Mrs. Fred Earll, Mrs,
Keith Ensley, and Mrs. Clifford
Laity.
Dr. and Mrs. Koch also held on
Wednesday, December 11, a Christmas party at their home for the
maintenance staff and the clerical
staff.

by Calvin Strobel .
The Department of Physical Education here at Montana School of
Mines is acquiring a new. look in
a big step toward
meeting
the
needs of our expanded student enro llment. Four new courses comprising eight credits have been approved for the department,
all to
be offered for the very first time
next year. The new courses are as
follows:
P.E. 121, Introduction
to Physical Education, offered for 3 credits
is a thorough review of the hjstories and principles
of physical
education.
Professional
opportunities
in physical
education
are
brought out, as well as the relationship of physical education to
other fields of activities.
P.E. 122, Personal Hygiene and
Health .Education,
offered for 2
credits, IS a study of facts directly
related to the health and care of
the individual, as well as the rela-'
tionship of health between the individual and society..
...
P.E. 123, Athle~lc Conditioning,
f
o fered for 2 credits, IS the study
of the physical care of athletes
training for competition, prevention
arid care of com!ll0n athletic inJunes, . and ~r~ctI.cal taping
and
baridag ing of injurres
P ..E 112, First - A'd'
T
.
.
I
rammg, 0 f fered for 1 credit, is the same firstaid .cburse currently required for all
engrn eers.

1815 HARRISON AVE.

The following late-afternoon
evening
courses
have been
nounced by Professors
Laity and
Kelly as offerings for the second
serriester
at the Montana
School
of Mines:
Survey of History of Civilization
(HSS 262): Tues.-Thurs.'4:15
p.m.
Main 115. Professor Laity.
Law for Engineers
(Min.
Tues.-Thurs.,
4:15 p.m. Pet.
Professor Stout.
History
of U. S. Diplomacy
(HSS 461) Mon.- Wed., 7 :30-9 :00
p.m. Main 104. Mr. Roberts.
Any changes in these courses will
be announced next semester.

I

Come Along and
Wild Be
A breathless wind, a billowed' cloud
A waterfull that sighs aloud.
'
A stormy sky that cries to me
"Come along and wild be."
'
Come w~th me ~rom. p'eak to plain;
Come WIth me 111 wmd and rain
~ome with me on stormy sea: .
Come along and wild be."
Don't
Don:t
Don t
free:
"Come

be chained unto the soil'
be chained to daily toil.'
be chained; break bonds be
'
along and wild be."
Sandra Smethurst

Wein's Clothing

Students

FURS-FEMININE
48 West

'rrhe

FASHIONS

Park Street

of the Christmas

Formal.

THE TOGGERY

GENE'S

Store

The Home of
HART SCHAFFNER (;; MARX
CATALINA SWEATERS
35 East Park
Phone 723-3504

enjoying the music and decorations

Butte

MONTANA'S LEADING
CLOTHING STORE
For ,MEN and BOYS
117 N. Main
Phone 792-7320

Taylor's
39 West

Park Street

"For The Best In ,Campus

Shoes"

Omega
Bulova

Friendly"

METALS BANK

PIZZAS

Several other big changes have
combined to improve offerings in
physical education. P.E. 101 and
P.E .. 102 (both no credit), formerly
required
for all freshmen engineers
have been dropped.
The courses
now listed in the catalogue as P.E.
103 and P.E. 104, both offered for
1 credit, have been re-classified as
P.E. 101 and P.E. 102, respectively.
Both will be required for all freshmen. Physical Education
105 and
106, P·.E. for women, both remain
unchanged.
For those students deSIrl~g further
athletic
instruction
during
th eir sophomore
year at
MS.M., four P.E. courses will be
offered: P.E. 201, P.E. 202, P.E.
205, and P.E. 206, which are continuations of P.E. 101, P.E. 102,
P.E. 105, and P.E. 106, respectively.
These
big changes
combined
with the, 4 new courses to be off
d
.
.
ere next y.ear, WIll gl:,e students
an opportunity
to acquire a valuable background
in physical education here at the School of Mines
if they wish to go on to maj r .
0 in
P.E. at another school. All credits
are readily transferable.
It is hoped
that this new look in our P.E. Department
will encourage
students
'"
WIth athletic education in mind to
spend at least two years here before leaving to attend another college.

Late P. M. Courses;
Second Semester

COLON IAL SKYROOM

Phone 792-1558
WE SPECIALIZE

SCHOOL

Hamilton Watches
Art-Carved
Diamond Rings
and Fine Watch
Repairing

Jack and Jill Shop
47 WEST PARK STREET
BUTTE, MONTANA

Colonial Bake Shop
1815 HARRISON AVE.

& TRUST COMPANY
Butte, Montana

Hord's Jewelry
79 W. Park Street
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Intramural

Mines Break Losing Streak
Rip 'Mount Royal 77-56 and 89-57

AMPLIFIER

Friday,

January

17, 1964

M0,'eed Th 'e

Sports

Mr. Simonich announced that "if 1
th.e class continues to improve, it I
w~1I
enter into a competitive sport
by Lyle Latham
".
WIth other colleges within the next
l
The Intramural basketball league few year~." If anyone is interested
started at the end of November, the III attending the classes, he is weltwelve team rosters being Tapakeg- come to do so. The class has sufbrew, Otherguys,
Rho I, Rho, II, fered only .one in,iury, that being a
by Ed Panisko
Rho III, Tau-Thin Men, Tau III, shoulder dislocation to Mike KU-I
With
th
M'mes mamtairnng
..
.
jawa.
.
Ie.
a
Tau IV, Downey's
Five, Flunktwo-game
WI11 streak
on
the
harding Five, Boozers, and Kotow's
Intramural
Handball Singles
court this year, the experience and
Group.
.
leadership of three upperclassmen
The teams, eight men on a squad,
The
Intramural
handball
singles
are proving to be invaluable.
played the first and second rounds
tou:nament
started play after the
with the following results:
holidays .. The ten participants are:
J. Badovinac, Ball, Ceserani, Dor1st Round
an, Lee, Leary, Marinovi€h PanisTapakegabrew
30-0therguys
20
ko, Sever, Telling. Each m'ust win
Rho I 19-Downey's
Five 25
t~o out of three games to clinch
Rho II l2-Flunking
Five 60
hIS match.
The handball double
Tau IV O-Tau Thin Men-forfeit
tournament will start after the
win
gles have been completed.
Boozers 3l-Rho
III 22
Tau III 52-Kotow's
Group 38

re Iggers

I

2nd Round
Otherguys 44-Downey's
Five 23
Tapakegabrew
54 - Flunking Five
27
Rho I lS-Tau-Thin
Men 22
Rho II 9-Rho
III 25
Tau IV 41-Kotow's
Group 30
Boozer's 35-Tau
III 43

Pat Marx goes up for two against Mount Royal as Frank
Jim Kravik, 45, position for rebound.
by Tom Downey
Equaling the record of the football team, the School of Mines Orediggers' cage team slapped a double-headed
defeat on the Mount
Royal College team from Canada.
Friday night of December 14, the
Oredigger five got off to a sudden
lead, never going behind for the remainder of the evening. All-Conference center, Frank Sopko, led all
scorers that evening with an impressive 29 points. Freshman guard,
Jim Kravik, accounted for 23. It
was the Mines first win in two
years of 26 consecutive losses. Final
score of the game: 77-56.

"

Intramural
Judo '
The Intramural judo classes, held
Sopko 55 and every Wednesday and Friday from
7 :00 p. m. to 9 :00, are beginning
'
,
to show some promise. This group,
under the temporary
instruction of
Pat Dooley, is in full swing, and
plans to have, Nels Richman as
their permanent
instructor
time in the near future.

Miss White
To Olympics

Sylvia White, former Montana
School of Mines student and Mines
Homecoming Queen, 1962, has been
chosen as a representative
for the
United
States
in the Olympic
Games.
After winning a berth on the
~eam, Miss White left for Norway
m January, where she will warm
uP. for the Olympics.
Judy Morstem, also of Butte, is another
member of the team.
Miss White attended the School
of Mines during the last two years,
and has been, for sometime,
a
Orediggers Win Two In Row
. Breaking a losing streak of 26 prominent Butte skater.
Her many friends have evinced
straight, the Oredigger
five went
of
on to set another record Saturday great pl~as,ure upon learning
night by whipping Mount Royal MISS White s accomplishment.
College a second time, establishing
a two-game win streak, the first
such record in many years of basketball. Now with a 2-2 tally for
the season, the second big win of
the season carne on a score of 89by Calvin Strobel
57.
Mines fans saw plenty of action
battled the
Proving
his remarkable
consis- when the Orediggers
tency, guard Jim Kravik sank in 22 Carroll College Saints here Saturpoints, one short of his Friday- day, January 11. Starting for the
night performance.
He was fol- Or edigg ers, Jim Kravik, John Badlowed by Bill Bayliff with 12, and ovmacr Pat Marx, Jim Ceserani,
Jerry Johnson, rookie sophomore, a.nd Frank Sopko put up a brilliant
with 10. Mines fans who were Iight, but excessive '~ouling forced
present at both games were treated a program of liberal substitution
to a spectacular defensive showing early in the game. The first 13
turned
in by Jim, "The
Lip," minutes of the game was a tight
duel, the Saints hanging on to a
Ceserani.
na.rrow margin of 6 points with 7
minutes
left in the first half. Then
the Saints began to pull away to a
substantial 54-39 half-time lead.
The second half opened with a
flurry of fouls, drawn by both sides.
Defensively, the Miners held fast
and for 7 minutes the Saints failed
In a Thanksgiving
Day Holiday to lengthen their lead. Then, gradual ly, the margin began to mount
Tournament
held in the Y.M.CA.
five School
of Mines
students I~ favor of the Saints; but if Oreit
turned in championship
perform- digger hopes were diminishing
was not reflected by their spirit on
ances in the realm of weightlifting.
Pat Dooley captured first-place the floor. Four of the Mines starthonors in the l32-pound division. ers had fouled out with over 6
He was followed in the l48-pound minutes left to play, at which time
division by Tom Downey.
Jerry Carroll led by over 30 points; yet,
Johnson was champ of 165-pound judging from the spirit of the game,
class. Mick Dinsmore was winner the score could have been tied.
Sixty-six fouls were committed
at 198.
Along with his first-place
title during the game: 35 by the Saints
In all,
for weight-lifting,
the little 132- and 31 by the Orediggers.
pound Pat Dooley was crowned 8 .player~ fouled out, 5 of those
b~lI1g from the Mines squad. Saints'
"Mr. College" for his remarkable
display of strength in six different Billy Albright took scoring honors
with .28 points, followed closely by
lifts.
Or edigg er JI111 Kravik, who piled
Mick Dinsmore was the second up 25.
Mines student to double his winnings when he was judged "Mr.
Butte,"
a physique
contest
for
muscular
development.

Bill Bayliff
The "old man" of the Orediggers
squad is Bill Bayliff, a senior in
Petroleum
Engineering.
Bill, as
forward, shows great enthusiasm,
which he demonstrates
by his determination and hustle. Bill is no
stranger
to the hardwood, as he
played three years of basketball for
Butte High School and an additional three years at the Mines. In addition to athletics, he is a member
of Theta Tau Fraternity, and vicepresident of the Anderson-Carlisle
Society.
,The
ability and leadership
of
these three men help a young club
like this year mature into veterans.

Saints Down
Orediggers 101-71

Mines
Strongmen

Jim Ceserani
A local product,
Jim Ceserani
has long been known in the Butte
basketball circuit, formerly at Butte
Central and now with the Mines.
Jim (5'8") is a two-year letterman
at) the Mines and a junior in Petroleum Engineering.
This small playmaker for the team showed his
worth by leacling his team past
Moun t Royal College in a warmup
for the conference games.

Win

MORE SPORTS
ON
. PAGE FIVE

Gamer's Shoes

From Minnesota comes Rodney
Ylitalo, a junior in Petroleum Engmeerrng and also a two-year letterman at a forward position. Although
o~ly. SIX feet,
Rodney
through drive IS able to wrestle the
rebounds from the taller boys in
the conference.

Compli'ments

of

JOE' DOSEN
1702 Harrison

MOVING AHEAD
In four important
Montana.

ways,

A

naconda

is moving

ahead

SHOES FOR ALL THE FAMILY
54 West Park
Butte

*

2. Expa?ded operations of Anaconda Forest Products
to bnng r;tore Montana lumber and wood products
to the nattonal market.

*

3. further
testing of the process to produce
rom clays found in this country.

KOPR
The Varied Sound

of MUSIC

In

\

1. Jhe neyv copper concentrator
in Butte, next to the
eep-vein and open-pit mining operations, to lower
C?sts and keep Montana copper competitive.

Southwestern
Montana

aluminum

4. A n~w aluminum potline at Columbia Falls to expand
pro uction from 135,000 000 to 200 000 000
d
apnually.
'
"poun
s
In modernization
t'h e f u t ure.

and in researc, h A naconda IS
" aImmg
.
for

Bring Your Date To

LaVerne's

FASHION CENTER
113 W. PARK

Ron's Gambles Store
& Marina
MARINE SUPPLIES
1645 Harrison Ave.
Montana

RAYMOND'S
MUSIC NIGHtlY
\

Prime Rib Every Wed.-$1.98

P & R D,RUG
Features
RUSSELL STOVER CANDY
37 West Park

in

5,000 WATTS

*

*

ANA,CONDA COMPANY

,Richard's and Rochelle's

Spier's Mens Store
I
DRESS RIGHT
YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO
17 N. Main
Butte
Chuck Richards
Remo R~helle

IIA Partner In Montana's

Progress"

